UNITED STATESDISTRICT COURT SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
Case No. 17-81370-cv-MlDDLEBR0OKS/Brannon
ANDREW HODGES, individually,
VLADIMIR COOD, individually;
GAUTAM DESAI, individually;
JODY POWELL, individually;
JEFFREY HEBERLING (deceased), individually;
SHAMMI NABUKUMAR, individually;
ANTHONY SAJEWICZ, individually;
PLAINITIFFS,
vs.
MONKEY CAPITAL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company;
MONKEY CAPITAL, INC., a foreign corporation;
DANIEL HARRISON, an individual;
DEFENDANTs.
_____________________________________/
MOTION TO DISMISS
Wrongly Established Nature of The Complaint
1. The Claim cannot be represented as one single lawsuit due to the reason that every
individual case for each PLAINTIFF is different and requires therefore an individual
suit. This suit was originally filed as a Class Action, alleging “hundreds and maybe
thousands” of potential loss-making victims, which were, in the eyes of the
PLAINTIFFS, a direct result of the DEFENDANT carrying out the sales of MNY
described in the first section of this Memorandum. However, only one, Anthony S.,
joined the Class Action, resulting in the less than required mininmum number of
PLAINTIFFS necessary to file such a lawsuit in the Florida Courts.
2. As a result, the original Class Action claim was slightly amended to be inclusive of
what amount to seven separate individual suits. However, even despite the lacking
number of potential PLAINTIFFS for such a Class Action, the Class Action would have
failed the test on the grounds that every individual’s circumstances are materially and
objectly different from one another. For example, Andrew Hodges traded with the
DEFENDANT in two ways; he purchased COE over the Waves decentralised
Exchange and directly via a series of pre-agreed over-the-counter trades with other

market participants wherein such trades were brokered by the DEFENDANT without
commission or fee. In other words, the DEFENDANT did not profit from the
transactions that he entered into with Andrew Hodges. Further still, Andrew Hodges
was afforded a discount of at least 50% to the then market price of Coeval, meaning
that there was no financial risk on the part of the buyer at least as far as the
DEFENDANT ensured was the case. This was deliberate as the DEFENDANT did not
wish to be responsible directly or accountable for any financial risk assumption on the
part of any party that he brokered a transaction for.
Precedent To Find The Complaint False With Respect To Securities Claims
3. In
SEC
vs.
Blockvest
et
al.
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SODrcousHlAKdFRd8Gj32U7lQc-DQX2X/view)
U.S. District Judge Gonzalo Curiel found that there was no securitisation claim
present when either the injured parties purchased tokens off an exchange platform or
when there was no assumption of financial risk. This Judgement has established
precedent for the dismissal of the case against the DEFENDANT.
4. Both of these instances apply to the DEFENDANT’s transaction with Andrew Hodges
and to the other PLAINTIFFS, despite the materially different circumstances under
which their alleged losses occurred. For a start, the DEFENDANT has only ever
conversed socially and not in financial or investment terms with two of the
PLAINTIFFS; the other four PLAINTIFFS are completely unknown to the
DEFENDANT and bought or sold accordingly on an exchange completely
unbeknownst to the DEFENDANT, who first heard of such individuals when the
lawsuit was filed. All these PLAINTIFFS openly admit to having bought Coveal off
Waves Decentralised Exchnage in transactions that could have been entered into with
any of a wide number of parties, given that both Coeval and Monkey tokens had at the
time in excess of 1,000 holders and a thriving, liquid market for trade.
5. As to the question of the nature of the products Coeval and Monkey specifically, they
cannot possibly classified as securities by the very nature of their non prefunctional
characteristics as currencies with high and low supply bases that were designed in order
to be played into software-based smart contract enabled trading systens with
artificially-intelligent features.
Additional Evidence Provided By Circumstances Under Which The Complaint Falls
6. Because MNY and COE are clearly digital currencies designed to be played into
artificially-intelligent software-based trading systems with various algorithms that keep
them constantly liquid in trading terms, they cannot possibly be classed as securities.
Specifically, MNY and COE are designed to pay for things with. At first, the idea was
that the tokens would pay for their proxy equivalents that was issued from the smart
contract-enabled trading devices as per the source code of the different trading
machines. This would generate enough volume and market opportunity ultimately to
make the currencies utilisable in a variety of contexts, specifically and most

importantly, as units of account for making investments with. Because of the limited
supply and unlimited demand in the form of continuous payments being made into the
trading devices, the currencies would naturally rise very strongly against Fiat values,
making them very efficient purchasers of investments which they would over short
periods rise at a much faster rate than themselves if timed for investment accurately.
None of this description fits the description of an investment being made into a common
enterprise that is then investing money on the token holder’s behalf; rather, the token
holder holds a unit of currency that the issuer is also using itself to make investments
in projects that once profit-generating, are able to circulate such profits into expanding
the core architecture, trading systems etc. of the artificially-intelligent trading device.
In fact, in conversations between PLAINTIFF Andrew Hodges and the DEFENDANT, the
PLAINTIFF agrees with the DEFENDANT that the tokens are not in any way, shape or form
securities:

7. The PLAINTIFF alleged that 50 BTC (about $100,000 in mid-2017 money), which is
the sum he requests to trade over-the-counter via the DEFENDANT’s network of
sellers was 5% of his entire portfolio, which the DEFENDANT found a reasonably
minimal investment for what was a below-market over-the-counter transaction.
Furthermore upon being told this was fine, the PLAINTIFF voluntarily increased his
investment size:

8. Since it was agreed and understood by both parties this was not a securities transaction,
no KYC or self-accreditation requirement was required to be fulfilled and this was
discussed by both parties too:

9. The PLAINTIFF alleges several separate times that he is fully aware of all the risks,
agrees with the DEFENDANTs approach to sell MNY into the market, which the
DEFENDANT fully explained to him, said that he supported what the DEFENDANT
was doing it and was fully aware the financial risk was his own:

10. The extremely short time period of the lawsuit, coming only months after the launch of
the planned ICO, and brought forward by a PLAINTIFF who told the DEFENDANT
he was a “long-term investor” (implying in most contexts a minimum holding period
of a year to three years minimum) is also impractical and prejudiced the outcome of
events against the DEFENDANT who nevertheless managed to overcome – at least
partially – such events. Contrary to the Claim, PLAINTIFF in fact thoroughly
researched the sell-off of Coeval and instructed and informed the DEFENDANT of
such sell-off:

Premature Filing of This Complaint
11. Investors were advised explicitly that the planned platform would take at least a
minimum of 12 months to launch in a highly-publicized news article in which the
DEFENDANT was quoted from the Monkey Capital Slack which was the medium by
which investors were primarily updated with news announcements and pertinent
information:
Link: https://www.ccn.com/harrisonsons-vc-ico/
Quote: “we are realistically going to have this company come together next year (because
deals and things when they are done properly always take a year at least; and that is if you are
super fast”
12. The news article was published on July 7, a full week after the DEFENDANT told all
investors this was the case right at the very start. .

Request For Immediate Dismissal of Complaint
In light of the above and the information contained in the adjoining document
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR JUDGEMENT the
DEFENDANT requests a dismissal of this Claim.
I hereby submit that this statement is truthful to the best of my knowledge.

Respectfully Submitted,

Daniel Mark Harrison
London, U.K.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing was posted by mail with the Clerk of
Court on this day of Tuesday 15th January 2019 and by e-mail to Judge Middlebrooks and to
DAVID C. SILVER at DSilver@SilverMillerLaw.com.

